Tenant Report Back Handbook

Preface
In response to the recommendations made by the Mayor’s Task Force
Report on January 26, 2016, Toronto Community Housing Corporation
(TCHC) commenced the work of refreshing its Tenant Engagement
System, which initially was established in 2003.
A group of tenants and staff came together and the City-Wide Tenant-Staff
Engagement Advisory Committee (CWTSEAC) was formed. The
Committee met regularly to review, discuss and provide input on how
TCHC could refresh its current Tenant Engagement System and to
maximize tenant engagement opportunities across TCHC communities.
Thank you to the dedication and the hard work of the CWTSEAC, who
submitted a Tenant Engagement System Refresh proposal to TCHC in July
2017. The proposal was accepted by the Tenant Services Committee and
the board committee also gave instruction to staff to develop an
implementation plan to address the proposal made by the CWTSEAC.
The work of developing an implementation plan was then begun.
The objective of this booklet is to provide additional information and the
baseline on how the implementation plan was developed and its process.
TCHC is looking forward to working with its tenants to explore more options
on how to better its Tenant Engagement System together and make our
community be a better place to live.
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How we got here - 2018 Roadmap

TCHC committed to take
actions to implement the
CWTSEAC recommendations
and reconvened the
CWTSEAC group

April

Tenant Volunteer
Policy Consultations

May-Sept

Building and community meetings
and intercepts to brainstorm and
prioritize local needs and priorities

Oct

Tenant
Experience
Survey

Community
Feedback
Forums

Nov

Dec

Community Consultation Forums
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Objective 1
Establish a governance system

Recommendation
Initiate a broad, transparent and meaningful process to develop a
refreshed Tenant Engagement System reflective of tenants’ input.
Ensure tenant recommendations are reflected throughout the system.

Process
We asked tenants in the Tenant Experience Survey:
 What should the role of a tenant representative be?
 What would be the best approach to increase tenant participation
in community initiatives and local decision-making?

Results
 Open call to tenants in a building/community to join a local
committee for their community.
 Each local committee will elect representation to the
neighborhood committee
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Objective 1
Establish a governance system

Recommendation
Revise the Tenant Council funding system to address the issues
and priorities of local communities.

Process
Consulted with tenants at community forums on how funds should
be allocated between priorities and learning opportunities.

Results
70 per cent of funds will be allocated to address local priorities and 30
per cent will be allocated for learning opportunities.

Next Steps
Implement this new funding system as part of the new Tenant
Engagement System.
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Objective 1
Establish a governance system

Recommendation
Develop a framework that honours and recognizes the ways in
which tenants may participate in a refreshed system

Process
Consulted with tenants on the development of a tenant volunteer
policy to recognize and define the roles and responsibilities of
Tenant Volunteers, Tenant Representatives and Tenant Leaders
in the engagement system

Results
 Working definitions of Tenant Volunteer, Tenant
Representative, Tenant Building Committee Member,
Community Leader, Event Volunteer, member of a tenantstaff advisory group have been drafted
 Tenant Volunteer standards identified
 Learning opportunities for Tenant Volunteers identified
 Volunteer Recognition and Acknowledgement
principles identified

Next Steps
 Finalize the tenant volunteer policy based on tenant input
and outline definitions, standards, learning and recognition
commitments to tenants
 Present to Tenant Services Committee and implement in
alignment with the 2019 tenant engagement refresh processes
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Tenant Volunteer Policy
Outcome of Tenant Consultations
Background
TCHC is developing a Tenant Volunteer Policy to support the
refreshed Tenant Engagement System and to acknowledge the
invaluable contributions that tenants make to their communities,
as recommended by the City-Wide Tenant Staff Engagement
Advisory Committee (CWTSEAC).
Between August and October 2018, six consultation sessions
were held with tenants. Staff initially consulted with the
CWTSEAC and the Responsible Personal Accessibility in Toronto
Housing (R-PATH) Committee and then held four consultation
sessions in buildings across the city to collect input from tenants
on the Tenant Volunteer Policy. Over 100 tenants attended.
 Toronto Community Housing team members were also
consulted and a review of volunteer best practices/
guidelines used by other housing providers, non-profits and
the City of Toronto have also been reviewed.
 The objective of the consultations was to better define the
roles and responsibilities of three key tenant volunteer roles
(Tenant Representatives, Tenant Leaders, and more
generally Tenant Volunteers) and to understand how we can
better acknowledge and recognize these volunteers.
At the time of consultations, tenants had not yet decided on
having a Building/Townhouse Committee Tenant Representative
model as opposed to just having a Tenant Representative. As a
result, input provided by tenants at the consultations on the
Tenant Representative role have been used to define the
Building/Townhouse Committee Member role.
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Key tenant feedback on developing a Tenant Volunteer Policy

Tenants were generally aligned on the key roles and
responsibilities of the different tenant volunteers (see next page
for more detail), which focused on sharing information with
tenants, advocating for tenant needs, taking a leadership role in
the community, and working well with other tenants and volunteers.
Tenants were divided on whether an honorarium was an
appropriate way for staff to acknowledge the contributions of
tenant volunteers.
 Some tenants said that an honorarium was an appropriate
way to acknowledge the time that tenant volunteers give to
their communities and that other organizations like the City
of Toronto have provided them.
 Other tenants felt that an honorarium would take away from
the spirit of volunteering and could result in tenants only
getting involved for compensation.
Tenants emphasized that a one-size-fits-all approach to tenant
volunteering does not work as each community is unique; the
policy should focus on encouraging and acknowledging tenant
volunteers as opposed to directing tenants on how to volunteer.
Tenants also said that tenant volunteers need to work together to
make their community stronger and bring programs to their
communities, and that TCHC needs to play a stronger role in
connecting tenant representatives, community leaders and other
tenant volunteers to one another.
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How tenant feedback is informing the Tenant Volunteer Policy

The tenant volunteer policy is still being finalized and will be
brought to Tenant Services Committee in early 2019. Key
sections of the policy have been drafted based on tenant
feedback, and are included below:
Tenant Volunteer Definition: Any tenant who performs tasks on an
unpaid basis or for nominal consideration on behalf of Toronto
Community Housing.
Definitions of different tenant volunteer roles:
 Tenant Building/Townhouse Committee Member1: Any
tenant 16 years or older who is listed on a lease agreement
with TCHC and has volunteered to serve on their
community’s building committee to advocate for the priorities
of tenants in their community.
 Tenant Representative: Any tenant 16 years or older listed on a
lease agreement with who is elected by tenant building
committee members to represent their community at
neighbourhood council meetings and vote on funding decisions.

 Community Leader: Any tenant who actively makes their
communities vibrant for tenants through activities such as
assisting with programs or events on an ongoing basis,
collaborating with the building committee on addressing
tenant priorities, and sharing Toronto Community Housing
updates and information with tenants.
 Event Volunteers: Any tenant who volunteers at a TCHChosted events, meetings, or activities

At the time of consultations, tenants had not yet decided on the Building/Townhouse
Committee Tenant Representative model, and so this definition has been developed based on
tenant input on what the definition of a tenant representative should be.
1
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 Members of Tenant-Staff Advisory Committees: Any tenant
who volunteers their time to serve on a committee with Toronto
Community Housing staff to advise and make recommenddations on policies, projects, or programs that affect tenants.

Note: The key roles and responsibilities of these tenant volunteer
roles will not be included in the policy but will be included in
accompanying codes of conduct and terms of reference for each
role.
Tenant volunteer standards
Volunteering offers tenants a valuable experience to develop
transferable skills while helping to make their communities more
vibrant. Toronto Community Housing team members will engage
tenant volunteers in activities in meaningful ways that reflect their
skills, needs, interests and backgrounds.
 TCHC is committed to fostering an accessible environment
for tenant volunteers that is free from oppression and racism.
 TCHC will recruit tenant volunteers in an equitable manner.
 Tenant volunteers will adhere to the Tenant Charter and any
applicable Code of Conduct or Terms of Reference for their
role. They can be dismissed from their role as a tenant
volunteer if these are not adhered to.
 TCHC will provide tenant volunteers with learning
opportunities to support them in fulfilling their volunteer roles,
including an orientation on relevant TCHC policies. All tenant
building/townhouse committee members will be required
participate in capacity-building sessions, and training
sessions will also be offered annually to all other tenant
volunteer roles.
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Volunteer recognition and acknowledgement principles
Tenant volunteers make invaluable contributions towards building
vibrant communities and are at the centre of Toronto Community
Housing’s Tenant Engagement System.
 TCHC will acknowledge our tenant volunteers annually
through a variety of methods (i.e., annual appreciation
events, certificates, awards, thank you cards, etc.)
 TCHC will provide an honorarium to tenant volunteers for
a nominal amount for a limited set of non-routine
volunteer activities:
o Participation on a project or ad-hoc tenant-staff advisory
committee that has terms of reference and a term of less
than two years, and where an application process was
used to recruit tenant committee members.
o There may be an exception made to this policy to
provide an honorarium to a tenant for a one-time event,
subject to management discretion.

Additional definitions that tenants were consulted on
The CWSTEAC report also recommended that TCHC define
tenant-led, staff-led and tenant and staff-led engagement
activities to provide clarity on the different roles that staff and
tenants have for each. During the community consultation forums
in October and November 2018, tenants were consulted and the
following definitions have been drafted based on their input:
 Tenant-Led Initiatives: Meetings, events, projects or
initiatives where tenants lead and coordinate the
programming or activities, with staff playing a limited
support role (e.g., providing access to space, funding,
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connecting to services and opportunities in support of the
tenant-led initiative).
o Examples: Community barbeque to engage tenants on
a specific issue that is organized by tenants through
funds accessed from tenant councils; or a project with
intended community impact started by tenants and
funded through community grants or other funding
sources secured by tenants with staff support
 Staff-led initiatives: Meetings or events organized by
TCHC to provide information to tenants or to consult with
tenants on matters that affect them.
o Example: Tenant Consultation on TCHC’s
Strategic Plan
 Tenant-Staff Led-Initiative: Working groups or advisory
committees comprising of tenants and staff to jointly
develop recommendations or make decisions that inform
how TCHC delivers programs and services to tenants.
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Objective 1
Establish a governance system

Recommendation
Create and empower a tenant-staff election working group
responsible for planning, implementing and evaluating the
election process.

Process
Consulted with tenants at the community forums on the process
and criteria to select members of the working group.

Results
Based on qualifications and selected by a panel of tenants
and staff.

Next Steps
Establish the tenant-staff election working group by the end of
March 2019.
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Tenant-Staff Election Working Group overview
Tenant-staff election
working group

Membership

Selection process

Criteria

Purpose
Develop a tenant
representatives election
work plan, evaluation plan
and standard operating
procedures on how
elections will be
conducted

Tenants
One per OU
(direct and
contract
management)
+ Two youth
+ Two
CWTSEAC
members

 By application

Personal attributes
- interested and committed in
community wellbeing, empathic,
collaborator and communicator,
reliable, anti-oppression, sensitive,
respectful, has leadership, etc.

Timeframe
January to June 2019

Total of 20
tenants
Staff
TBD

 Interview panel made up of
tenants and staff

 Interested tenants have an
opportunity to sign-up at
Skills and qualifications
feedback forums and will be
- Knowledge of City, community,
invited to an orientation
and tenants needs and priorities,
session in January 2019
knowledge of TCHC policies
and operations, etc.
 Process will be widely
promoted with an official
Experience
open call to ensure an
- involved in community,
equitable opportunity for
experience in community
anyone to apply
development, experience working
with tenants in Tenant Councils,
advocacy, etc.
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Tenant-Staff Election Working Group Overview
Tenant-staff election
working group

Membership

Selection process

Criteria
Tenancy
- must be on the lease agreement,
must be in good standing, etc.
Ensure diversity and
representation
- Gender, age, ethnicity, disability,
sexual orientation; direct and private
management, RGI and market rent,
current and new representation, etc.
Conflict of interest
Can’t participate if running for
a position
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Objective 1
Establish a governance system

Recommendation
Establish a youth engagement system that includes a youth
council with dedicated resources.

Process
Implement Youth Pilot project.

Results
Key project milestones:
 Priority setting process facilitated by youth for youth
 Youth-led development of a community action plan
 Core-group of youth to develop the design and foundation of
a youth engagement system
 Mental health resources referral for youth
 Developed employment database for youth

Next Steps
Learnings from implementing the youth action plan will inform the
development of youth engagement system in 2020.

605

Youth engaged
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Objective 2
Accountability framework

Recommendation
Create a tenant-staff governance oversight committee which acts
as a resource and accountability structure for tenants and staff.

Process
Consulted with tenants at the community forums:
 On the process and criteria to select members of the committee
 To identify accountability mechanisms to hold tenants and
staff accountable to the tenant engagement system

Results
 Based on qualifications and selected by a panel of tenants
and staff
 Six approaches to hold tenants and staff accountable to the
tenant engagement system identified

Next Steps
The oversight committee will be established upon the implementation of the new Tenant Engagement System.
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City-Wide Tenant-Staff Governance Oversight Committee overview
City-wide tenant-staff
governance oversight
committee
Purpose
 Make sure staff and
tenants are following
accountability framework
 Mediate issues that arise
related to the tenant
engagement system
 Develop strategies and
tools for how to measure
success of the tenant
engagement system
 Work with tenants to
make recommendations
on how community
issues can be resolved
Timeframe
Four years

Membership

Selection process

Tenants
Three per
directorate
(east, west,
central, seniors)

 By application

At least one
youth from east,
west, central
Total of 12
tenants
Staff
TBD

Criteria

Personal attributes
- Interested and committed in
 Interview panel made up community wellbeing, empathy,
collaborator and communicator,
of tenants and staff
reliable, anti-oppression,
sensitivity, respectful,
 Interested tenants have
an opportunity to sign-up leadership, etc.
at feedback forums and
Skills and qualifications
will be invited to an
- Knowledge of the city,
orientation session
community, and tenant needs
in 2019
and priorities, knowledge of
TCHC policies and operations,
 Process will be widely
promoted with an official etc.
open call to make sure
an equitable opportunity
for anyone to apply
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City-Wide Tenant-Staff Governance Oversight Committee Overview
City-wide tenantstaff governance
oversight
committee

Membership

Selection process

Criteria

Experience
- Involved in community,
experience in community
development, working with
tenants in Tenant Councils,
advocacy, etc.
Tenancy
- Must be on the lease agreement,
must be in good standing, etc.
Ensure diversity and
representation
- Gender, age, ethnicity, disability,
sexual orientation; direct and
private management, RGI and
market rent, current and new
representation, etc.
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Objective 2
Accountability framework

Accountability mechanisms identified to hold tenants and
staff accountable to the Tenant Engagement System
 Tenant and staff meet at least once every six months to share
updates and monitor progress on addressing local priorities
 Local resolution and de-escalation panel
 Compliance panel (monitoring of tenant engagement policies
and procedures)
 Reports of new Tenant Engagement System will be made
available to all tenants (i.e., meeting minutes, etc.)
 On-going feedback (confidential)
 Tenant Representative Code of Conduct and Tenant Charter
are monitored and enforced
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Objective 3
Building/community profile

Recommendation
Create a community profile for each community, including private
managed communities.

Process
A community profile template with the following information was
developed:
 Tenant demographics
 Number of households
 Top language of tenants
 On-site services and support
 Community local priorities

Results
All community profiles were developed.

Next steps
Community profiles will be made available to tenants in 2019.
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Objective 3
Building/community profile

Community profile: Sample
Children
(0-12 years)

Total number of
households

117 (28.5%)

200
Languages most
commonly spoken

Youth
(13-24 years)
100 (24.3%)





Adults
(25-58 years)

Spanish
Chinese
Tamil

Top Three Priorities
 Safety
 Maintenance
 Community Programs and Services
On-site services and supports
 Exercise Program
 Community and Family Centre

141 (34.3%)
Seniors
(59+)
53 (12.9%)

Total population:

411

Units by type

Number of households by
type

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

ADULTS ADULTS SINGLE
SINGLE
WITH KIDS WITHOUT PARENTS PERSON
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Objective 4
Communications

Recommendation
Review all communication protocols and develop a successful
communications strategy that emphasizes the importance of
clear, concise and timely communication with the aim of
increasing tenant participation and improving communication
and engagement.

Process
 Consulted with tenants at the community forums on a
transparent communication flow between buildings/townhouse
communities, councils, and the City-wide Oversight Committee
 Development of Proactive Tenant Communications Protocol
 Development a communication plan for 2019 and beyond
based on the protocol
 Tenant experience survey to determine preferred methods to
communicate to tenants
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Objective 4
Communications

How can tenants and staff create a transparent communication
flow between buildings, communities and the City-Wide
Tenant-Staff Governance Oversight Committee?

Results
 Have regular meetings and report-backs to communities
 Make sure there is communication and representation from
different TCHC divisions
 Have thematic subgroups based on the priorities identified
by the oversight committee
 Consistent information
 Translate and provide interpretation
 User-friendly materials and tools
 Use different communication methods
 Have communication ambassadors
 Have specific note takers and post minutes
 Communicate policy changes
 Use technology
 More staff onsite
 Use councils to communicate information between the
oversight committee and the building
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Objective 4
Communications

Next Steps
Toronto Community Housing will make sure:
• Non-urgent communications are provided to all tenants at
least two weeks in advance
• Communication is translated in the top two languages
spoken by tenants in a specific community
• Plain language in materials and graphics/icons is used to
communicate key messages
• Tenants receive clear communication about policy changes
that provide an explanation for such changes
• Each community holds at least two building meetings to
share information and address community priorities
• Minutes and decisions made by Tenant Councils will be
communicated through various means
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Did you know?

2,695
Visits to the Tenant
Engagement Refresh
webpage

5
Posters distributed
to all communities

Different communications methods were used to communicate
Tenant Engagement Refresh updates and activities.

21,833

738
Number of people engaged
through social media platforms
(likes, shares, retweets etc.)

43

Individuals reached through
social media platforms

Two newsletters distributed to

55,000

households

Phone and
email inquiries
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Objective 5
Increase tenant participation

Recommendation
 Eliminate barriers to tenant participation
 Develop a strategic vision and policies to increase safety in
TCHC communities.

Process




All tenant engagement-related TCHC policies and
procedures will be reviewed in 2019 and accessibility
requirements will be ensured
A safety pilot will be held in two TCHC communities to inform
the new safety strategy

Expected results and next steps
 New and revised TCHC policies to help increase tenant
participation throughout all communities
 Enhance and upgrade physical infrastructure to increase
security and deter criminal behaviour
 Implement a new safety model to deliver enhanced
Community Safety Unit presence in priority communities
 Advance the fire safety culture by improving tenant and
employee awareness and building partnerships with
key stakeholders
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Objective 5
Increase tenant participation

Policies and procedures to be reviewed or developed
in 2019









Distribution of Tenant Council Funds
Distribution and Allocation of Use of Space Funds
Resident Expense Guidelines
Expense Reconciliation Procedure for Tenants
Tenant Representative Code of Conduct
Roles and Responsibilities of Tenant Representatives
Removal of a Tenant Representative
Tenant Volunteer Policy
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Objective 6
Capacity-building for tenants and staff

Recommendation
Create mechanisms to understand the learning needs of both tenants
and staff to better support TCHC’s Tenant Engagement System.

Process
Consulted with tenants at the community forums on what type of
learning opportunities will help them become more engaged and
improve their leadership skills.

Results
Learning opportunities identified and will be included in the
development of a learning module.
Tenants identified the following learning topics:
• Event planning and community organizing
• Marketing and community outreach
• Public speaking
• Financing and fundraising
• Civic engagement
• Team work and conflict resolution
• Understanding diversity in the community
• Proposal writing
• Facilitating meetings

Next Steps
Development and implementation of a learning module in Q3 2019
upon the establishment of the new Tenant Engagement System.
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Top ten priorities identified by tenants based on number of communities that
identified each category as their top three priority
Rank Priority Category

Description of Category

#

Employment and
training
Community Building
Activities

All issues relating to feeling unsafe. (Examples: insufficient security
cameras or lighting, loitering, drug dealing, etc.)
Programs to meet specific needs in a community such as food markets,
mental health supports, or active living and sports; programs for specific
demographics such as for children, seniors, post-secondary students,
single parents, etc.
Broad range of maintenance issues including upgrades to floors, laundry
rooms, cabinets, cleanliness, etc.
Need for space to bring community together, access to space or
upgrades to space. (Examples: meeting rooms, outdoor gardens, etc.)
Improving communications and accountability between Toronto
Community Housing team members and tenants.
Access to employment and training opportunities. (Examples: certifiable
trainings, workshops, employment opportunities, etc.)
Community events and field trips to build a sense of community and
social cohesion. (Examples: BBQs, holiday events, etc.)

8

Pest control

Eradication of bedbugs, mice and other insects and animals.

9

Capital investment

10

Waste management
and recycling

1

Safety and security

2

Community programs
and services

3

Maintenance

4

Community space

5

Communications

6
7

Major construction and repair projects. (Examples: elevators, heating,
accessibility, roofing, etc.)
Curtailing illegal dumping and making sure proper disposal of garbage
and recyclables.

178

165

142
55
45
44
37
34
28
19
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___________________________________________

WHAT IS DIFFERENT?

CURRENT
TENANT
ENGAGEMENT
SYSTEM

PROPOSED
TENANT
ENGAGEMENT
SYSTEM

One elected tenant representative
per every 250 households

Building/community committee open to all tenants
that elects a representative to the neighbourhood
committee (name TBD)

Represent community at Tenant Council

Implement local action plan

Tenant Councils

Neighbourhood committee (name TBD)

Neibourhood committee that addresses issues, sets
priorities, allocate resources and make decisions on
behalf of their communities

Address priorities identified by tenant at the
building/townhouse level

N/A

City-wide Tenant-Staff Governance Oversight
Committee
Accountability mechanism for tenants and staff
Tenant priorities inform the focus of all structures
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Implementation Plan of the City-Wide Tenant-Staff Engagement
Advisory Committee (CWTSEAC) Recommendations
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Progress Report
CWTSEAC Shared Vision
Our vision is to foster tenant engagement and to build vibrant communities through diverse, inclusive and
collaborative methods, to give all tenants of TCHC a voice and input into community-related decision-making.
CWTSEAC Core Values/Principles
Respect: Mutual respect between all involved
Equity: Ensuring equitable treatment for all involved
Informative: Ensuring all involved have the capacity to make informed decisions
Inclusive: A system that is inclusive and representative of all TCHC tenants
Collaborative: Working together as partners
CWTSEAC Key Objectives
1.
Establish a Governance System
2.

Create an Accountability Framework

3.

Knowledge & Information – Buildings Profile

4.

Communications

5.

Increase Tenant Participation

6.

Capacity Building for Tenant Staff

Progress status
Complete

In progress

Begins in 2019

Not implementing
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Rec. # Recommendation

1.1

Timeline
(Completion)

Initiate a broad, transparent and meaningful process to develop a
refreshed Tenant Engagement System reflective of tenants’ input.
Ensure tenant recommendations are reflected throughout the system.

April to June
Q2 2018

Refresh the democratic tenant engagement system to facilitate local
community-based decision.

April to June
Q2 2018

Status

1.2

Work with tenants to develop models that are adaptable to the
community’s needs.
1.3

1.4

Refresh the Tenant Engagement System to develop capacity for both
tenants and staff.

Oct. to Dec.
Q4 2018
Addressed through
Objective 6 Capacity Building
for Tenants and Staff
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Rec. # Recommendation
1.5

Develop a framework that honors and recognizes the ways tenants may
participate in a refreshed system.

Timeline
(Completion)
April to June
Q2 2019

Status

Define:
 The roles and responsibilities of Tenant Representatives, Tenant
Leaders and Tenant Volunteers
 Tenant-led, Staff-led and Tenant/Staff-led initiatives
Educate tenants and staff about each definition and how to they relate to
our communities.
Create an accountability framework for the refreshed Tenant
Engagement System. See Objective 2 for more details.

Jan to March
Q1 2020

Establish a youth engagement system that includes a “Youth Council”
with dedicated resources—i.e., funding, staff support, and partnerships.

July to Sept
Q3 2019

1.6

1.7
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Rec. # Recommendation
1.8

1.9

Create and empower a Tenant-Staff Election Working Group which will
have the responsibility of planning, implementing and evaluating the
election process.

Timeline
(Completion)
Jan. to Mar.
Q1 2019

Status

In addition, the tenant-staff election working group will ensure an
election process which:
 Is fair, accessible, transparent and inclusive
 Increases participation
 Provides sufficient time for effective planning and implementation
by staff
 Consults tenants on community geographical boundaries
of representation
 Includes all tenants (regardless of whether they are RGI, affordable
housing or market rent tenants, or live in townhouses, single family
homes or contract-managed buildings)
 Educates tenants about how tenant elections operate
 Educates potential Tenant Representatives about their roles
and responsibilities
 Effectively communicates the election results in a transparent manner
Develop a protocol for the timely filling of vacant Tenant Representative Jan. to Mar.
positions. Create a specific timeline for by-elections.
Q1 2019
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Rec. # Recommendation

Timeline
(Completion)
N/A

1.10

Consult tenants on how tenants are selected for Toronto Community
Housing’s Board of Directors, and on the composition of the board and
the structure of committees.

1.11

Create a city-wide tenant-staff governance oversight committee which
acts as a resource and accountability structure for tenants and staff.
Solve building and community issues related to the Tenant Engagement
System. Select members to this oversight body through a democratic
process.
Develop a plan to review and evaluate the effectiveness and success of
the Tenant Engagement System every three years.

Jan to June
Q2 2019

1.13

Create a mechanism that engages Tenant Councils in the creation of
TCHC policies.

July to Sept.
Q4 2019

1.14

Reform the Tenant Council funding system to ensure:
 It addresses the issues and priorities of local communities
 Funds are available for use at the beginning of the calendar year
 Unused funds can be allocated to the next year
 Transparent and equitable division of funds according to tenantdefined community geographical boundaries

July to Sept.
Q3 2019

1.12

Status

2020 And
Ongoing
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Rec. # Recommendation
1.15

1.16

2.1

Where possible, use the approved vendors list, or use neighbourhood
merchants (not on the approved vendor list) for time, convenience and
cost efficiency. Pay vendors in a timely manner. Design a system which
holds individuals accountable while giving flexibility to tenants in
purchasing decisions.
Educate tenants and staff about the current vendor purchasing system,
explaining processes and timelines.

Revise guidelines and processes for tenants and staff to hold both
parties accountable to their roles and responsibilities.

Timeline
(Completion)
Jan to March
Q1 2019

Status

July to Sept.
Q3 2019

Ongoing
Jan to March
Q1 2020

2.2

Create a process for when accountability guidelines (See 2.01) are
not followed.

Jan to March
Q1 2019
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Rec. # Recommendation
2.3

Create a tenant-staff governance oversight committee to act as a
resource and accountability structure for tenants and staff. Elect tenant
members in a democratic process. Resolve issues related to community
issues concerning the Tenant Engagement System in this setting.

2.4

Improve the current communication system to make sure it is open
and accountable.

Timeline
(Completion)
April to June
Q2 2019

Status

Addressed through Objective 4 Communications

2.5

Create an attendance monitoring structure that encourages the regular
attendance of Tenant Representatives at Tenant Council meetings.

July to Sept.
Q3 2019

2.6

Develop a strategic vision and policies for increasing safety in our
communities with tenants, key stakeholders and partners. Develop a
framework that keeps all parties accountable to improvements in safety.

Q4 2019
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Rec. # Recommendation
2.7

Create an accountability tool to make sure tenants have priority access
to their common spaces and clear rules/protocols are used for booking
spaces. Invest in a common room booking calendar system to avoid
double-booking and other use of space issues.

3.1

Create a building/townhouse community profile for each community in
the TCHC portfolio. Include in this profile:
 Stand-alone single family homes
 Community priorities for change
 History of engagement and participation
 Community demographics (i.e., languages)
 Existing initiatives and partnerships
 List of engaged community leaders
 Agencies and contacts
 Government services and contacts and other assets

Timeline
(Completion)
Jan to March
Q1 2019

Status

April to
June
Q2 2019

Develop a system in which community profiles can be updated and
accessed by tenants and staff.

3.2

Acknowledge and trust tenants’ understanding of their communities.
Build tenants’ capacity to increase their knowledge and understanding of Addressed through Objective 6
their communities. Develop a strategy for tenants to share their
Capacity Building for Tenants
knowledge with other tenants and staff.
and Staff
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Rec. # Recommendation

Timeline
(Completion)

Create learning opportunities for staff to further develop their
understanding of local community conditions and knowledge. Provide
tools that can be used to share this information in strategic ways with
stakeholders.
Provide knowledge and information in the two most commonly used
languages of the community, in addition to English.

Jan to March
Q1 2019

3.4

Whenever necessary, provide interpreters for community meetings to
better share knowledge and information.

Oct. to Dec.
Q4 2018

3.5

Connect new and existing tenants to community activities, resources
and assets through the creation of welcome packages and welcoming
activities. Give communities local control over these packages and
activities with support for their development from staff. Distribute the
welcome packages when apartments are leased.

April to June
Q2 2019

4.1

Make sure all communications are provided two weeks in advance of an
event or initiative.

Oct. to Dec.
Q4 2018

3.3

Status
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Rec. # Recommendation
4.2

Distribute all communication materials to all tenants in an equitable
fashion. (Regardless of whether they are RGI, affordable housing or
market rent tenants, or live in townhouses, stand-alone single family
homes or contract-managed buildings).

4.3

Review all communication protocols to increase tenant participation. To
improve communication and engagement:
 Remove language barriers
 Use accessible, plain language materials and graphics/icons that
communicate key messages
 Translate materials into the two most commonly used languages of
the community, besides English [per 3.3 above]
 Create video presentations that inform tenants about opportunities
for participation

Timeline
(Completion)
Oct. to Dec.
Q4 2018

Status

Jan. to March
Q1 2019

Use best practices for distribution of information to tenants—for
example, lobby intercepts, door knocking and enlisting Tenant
Representatives or community animators to share information in the
building or community.
4.5

Create a robust and transparent information sharing system between
communities, Tenant Councils and other committees or governing
structures. Share best practices, minutes, decisions, and success
stories. Provide opportunities for learning.

Jan. to March
Q1 2019
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Rec. # Recommendation

Timeline
(Completion)
July to Sept.
Q3 2019

4.6

Develop a communication protocol for Tenant Representatives to bring
community and building issues to their Tenant Council for resolution.
Develop a reporting structure which communicates results back to
community members while achieving accountability.

4.7

Provide Tenant Representatives with easy-to-use and accessible tools
to communicate with tenants. Consider providing TCHC email
addresses, voicemail-only phone extensions, lobby/community
“suggestion boxes” and bulletin boards.

Jan. to Mar.
Q1 2019

4.8

Develop local Tenant Council newsletters with support of tenants & staff
to enhance tenant communications. Newsletters should focus on
Tenant Council news, profiles and announcements. Use newsletters to
recognize achievements of communities and local volunteers. Provide
the newsletter in print and digital formats and in different languages.

April to June
Q2 2019

4.9

Make sure tenants receive clear communication about policy changes
and provide an explanation for such changes.

Jan to March
Q1 2029

Status
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Rec. # Recommendation
4.10

Make sure each community holds at least two Building Meetings per
year for the purpose of sharing information and addressing
community priorities.

5.1

Recognize that safety and safe spaces are critical in increasing tenant
participation.

Timeline
(Completion)
Oct. to Dec.
Q4 2019

Status

Q4 2019

As such, develop a strategic vision and policies for increasing safety in
TCHC communities with tenants, key stakeholders and partners.
Develop a framework that keeps all parties accountable to
improvements in safety.
5.2

Eliminate barriers to participation by providing childcare, translation,
food and transportation. Use approved vendors and ensure
accountability structures exist.

July to Sept.
Q3 2019

5.3

Remove overly strenuous Use of Space insurance requirements that
prevent tenant-led programming.

Jan to March
Q1 2019

5.4

Provide new community space by converting empty units/townhouses
and by developing partnerships with local agencies or nearby buildings
to provide space.

N/A
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Rec. # Recommendation

Timeline
(Completion)
July to Sept.
Q3 2019

5.5

Support and/or provide resources for tenant led programming, where
requested. Communicate that all programming is subject to the rules
and regulations governing TCHC spaces.

5.6

Explore the possibility of providing honorariums as part of the Tenant
Engagement System. Make sure tenants and staff are consulted about
the benefits and drawbacks of providing honorariums.

July 2018
to June 2019
Q3 2018 to
Q2 2019

5.7

Communicate any limitations in implementing any project or initiative at
the forefront. Speak honestly about these limits while allowing for the
development of innovative solutions that can address these limits.

Jan to March
Q1 2019

6.1

Identify partnerships to provide learning opportunities.

Jan. to Mar.
Q1 2019

6.2

Create mechanisms to understand the learning needs of both tenants
Oct. to Dec.
and staff in order to better support TCHC’s Tenant Engagement System. Q4 2019

Status
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Rec. # Recommendation

Timeline
(Completion)
April to June
Q2 2019

6.3

Provide opportunities for tenants and staff to learn about local needs,
priorities and opportunities.

6.4

Reduce silos between site (Asset Managment.) and engagement staff
(Tenant & Community Services) by encouraging effective communication
and to engage in activities/programming where possible.

6.5

Provide funding for effective training of tenants and Tenant
July to Sept.
Representatives. Ensure they can share their learnings, where appropriate. Q3 2019

6.6

Provide training that will improve tenant and staff capacity to network and
secure resources in creative ways. Encourage tenants and tenant
representatives to share this knowledge in their communities.

Oct. to Dec.
Q4 2019

6.7

Create a peer-to-peer mentorship model in which veteran Tenant
Representatives mentor new Tenant Representatives.

Oct. to Dec.
Q4 2019

Status

Oct. to Dec.
Q4 2019
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Participant Notes
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Notes
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